




























































































































































evaluate the relative abundance of trees, e.g., trees per capita

in the United States versus Canada. If these ratios are

approximately equal for the two countries, comparative advantage

adjustments may be unnecessary. However, if the ratios are

significantly different, then the Department shOUld consider

whether another country would provide a better source for

surrogate Canadian prices than the United States. Again, the

adjustments identified below still would be required.

Thus, at a =dnimum, economic theory makes clear that

fundamental comparative advantage considerations must be taken

into account and adjustments made where appropriate. This

approach is fully consistent with, and indeed necessary, in order

to fulfill the purpose of the law being invoked. A counter-

vailing duty should not ~e applied against, and consumers denied

the benefits of, imports whose lower prices reflect another

nation's comparative advantage.

C. Use of United States Stumpage Prices as a Surrogate for
Canadian Market-Oetermined Prices Requires Adjustments
to be Made Accounting for Differences Both in the
Relative Value of Stumpage and in the Nature of the
Stumpage Harvesting Rights Sold.

In considering prices from another country, adjustments must

also be made for differences in value due to differences in the

type of timber sold and in the nature of the rights granted. The

market value of a plot of timberland depends on a host of

variables, such as the species of timber, its density, its

accessibility, its proximity to sawmills and markets, and the
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difficulty of logging on the terrain. Petition at 24 note 1. In

the United States, these factors are reflected in wide variations

in competitive market prices paid for stumpage in different

areas.~ Even for the same species of tree, the market prices

per thousand board feet of stumpage di verge wi dely. Moreover,

the species mix in the United States Pacific Northwest tends to

be more valuable than the species mix in British Coltlllbia.ll!

The Preliminary Determination recogni zes the significance of

these differences and, in the Commission's view, correctly

concludes that appropriate adjustments to the data are necessary

if cross-border stumpage price comparisons are to be made •.?!! Of

course, acquisition of all the necessary prices and costs for

adj ustments would be complicated and difficul t.

2l/ Petitioner furnished graphs showing that the average price
for st umpage in western Washington and Oregon was bid up to
the $400 per MBF level in 1919-1980, the average pr ices in
eastern Was hington and Oregon were under $200/MBF, in the
Rocky Mountain area prices ranged from $25-15/MBF, in the
south prices fluctuated from $100-200/MaF and in the eastern
region prices were in the $25-50/MBF range. Joint Report at
16a-16f.

21/ ITC 332 Report at 51. The Report states:

In general the species mix of the U.S. Pacific Northwest
is considered more valuable than that of British
CollJllbi a. • • • Because of these and other differences,
an adjustment of the average British Col\m\bia prices
must be made to put them on a comparable basis with U.S.
figures.

2iI 48 Fed. Reg. 10,403-04. In addition, the Preliminary
Determination observes that" it has been the Department's
policy not to use cross-border comparisons in establishing
cormnercial benchmarks." ~ at 10,403.
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In addition to differences in the value of the stumpage

itself, adjustments are necessary to account for differences in

the nature of the stumpage harvesting rights that typically are

granted in the United States and Canada. If anything, these

differences are greater than the Preliminary Determination

suggests.ji! For example, in the United States, along the

Pacific Northwest coast, the Forest Service appraises stumpage on

the basis of the value of the end-products estimated

approximately at the dat& of sale, but the stumpage sale

contracts authorize cutting during a term that may be as long as

seven years.~ In the northwestern United States east of the

Cascade Mountains, the Forest Service includes an escalation

clause in the stumpage contracts based on future lumber prices.

The ITC staff concluded, however, that under the escalation

clause, a purchaser can still realize -50 percent of any increase

in timber value.-21I
By contrast, the British Columbia appraisal system, for

example, adjusts for changes in end-product prices on a monthly

basis.2!/ Such adjustments are made if lumber prices change by

$1 per cubic meter. In addition to the monthly adjustment, there

j2/ The Preliminary Determination's only observation on this
specific point is that -in recent years prices in the U.S.
have been bid anywhere between two and five years in advance
of use, without having taken into account the decline in the
housing industry.- ~ at 10,404.

~ ITC 332 Report at 43.

211~ at 44 1'X)te 1

.w~ at 48.
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is a full reappraisal annually to reflect all changes in costs

and pri ces •.2.2I
In the United States, a license operates more like a

-futures" contract than does a Canadian license. In the Uni ted

States, one buys the right to harvest timber over some period of

time in the future for a price agreed upon today. Expectations

about future prices thus are a crucial factor weighed in

determi ning the price to offer for such a contract and stongly

influence the market price. In Canada, however, one acquires the

ri g ht to har ves t tim ber accor di ng to a s chedule and at a pr ice

that is adjusted over time to reflect the changing value of the

timber. Risk and speculation are therefore considerably lower

under the Canadian system, since one can profit (or lose) less

fran an increase (or decrease) in the value of timber •.2.Q!

There is considerable evidence that United States sttlllpage

fee prices were strongly influenced by inflationary expectations

during 1977-1981; consequently, differences in the nature of the

contracts probably had heightened impact during this period and

account for at least part of the difference between stumpage

1lI d48 Fe • Reg. 10,413.

iQ/ Gi ven the var i ety and campI exi ty of methods of awardi ng
st umpage rights and assessing st tnpage fees in the Canadian
Provinces, it is possible that expectations about future
timber prices affect current prices, but in a less
significant manner than in the United States.
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pr i ces in the Uni ted States and Canada • .ill The evi dence

available, as detailed below, tends to support this conclusion.

First, in the Pacific Northwest area, reported bid prices

escalated in the late 1970' s to many times the appraised value of

the timber under consideration•.2lI The Forest Service, which

administers the sales, concluded that this divergence between

appraisal and market prices was due to purchasers' expectations

of future trends:

i!I This concl usion is supported by the testimony of Mr.
Westbrook, President of Cascade West Forest Products, given
at the ITC staff conference in this proceeding. Tr. at 62.
It also is acknowledged in the Petitioner's consultants'
report. Petitioner's Joint Report at 15 •

.w The ITC Report of the Section 332 investigation furnished the
following comparison of advertised prices (appraised values
plus required road construction costs), with bid prices:

1977
1978
1979
1980
1981

Advertised
$/MBF
112.78
120.13
131. 24

99.42
97.50

Bid
$/MBF
181.76
214.95
335.00
350.46
275.14

Ratio
Bid to Advertised
1.6
1.8
2.6
3.5
2.8

ITC 332 Report at 42.

The above ITC report reflects data through 1981 for the west
side of U.S.F.S. Region 6 (Pacific Northwest). Although
identical data is unavailable for 1982, a privately published
report of bid and advertised prices in U.S.F.S. Region 6,
west side sales indicates that the bid to advertised ratio
declined further from 1981 to the period January through
September 1982. Timber Data Co., Contract length Analysis,
Survey, U.S.F.S., Region 6 West-Side NFS, Auction Sales. To
the extent that inflationary expectations were reduced in
1981 and 1982, the decline in the bid to advertised price
supports the position that these expectations influence
mar ket prices.
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premi \.DB in bid prices over advertised values was much smaller in

areas of the country outside the Pacific Northwest Coast.

Petitioner's Joint Report at 16a-16f. Thus, where the Forest

Second, comPar isons of U.S. Fores t S er vi ce bi d pr i ces and

advertised prices (appraisal plus required road construction

costs) that were submitted with the Petition indicate that the

"Two principle causes have been a combination of the
purchaser's expectations of a high level of housing starts
(strong demand) and an expectation of continued high
inflation rates (high prices). These expectations caused
some purchasers to bid extremely high prices for longer term
sales of 4, 5, or 6 years." 47 Fed. Reg. 2886 (January 20,
1982).

clauses -- reduced the possibility of future profits, the

competi ti ve bi d pr i ces exceeded the advertised pr i ce by a

. considerably lower amount than in the Pacific Northwest.

In sllDlDary, United States and Canadian lumber producers are

purchasing a different bundle of rights when they pay their

respective stumpage fees. During an environment of inflationary

expectations, such as those that characterized the 1977-1981

period, United States s.tumpage (of comparable quality and cost of

production) would command a higher price in the market than would

Canadian stumpage. If the Department were to use the United

1. e., the inclusion of escalationService's sales mechanism
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States pr i ces as a proxy f or the Canadi an mar ket val ue of

stlJllpage, it would be necessary to adjust the United States

prices to ensure that the data are indeed comparable.ilI

CCNa. tl3 I CN

This countervailing duty proceeding is exceptionally

important. It not only involves potentially large duties on

llJllber that could impose significant costs on United States

cons lJIler s, including the hard-pressed Unit~d States housing

industry, but also rests upon a novel theory of subsidization

that sUbsequently might be used against u.S. 'exports. For the

reasons given above, theCaamission urges the Camnerce Department

to determine that a subsidy exists if and only if it finds

reasonably reliable evidence both that the Canadian government is

undercharging for timber harvesting rights and that the

-benefits· of this undercharge are passed through the various

stages of production to reduce unf ai rly the price f or imported

llDber. If the Department finds that there is a subsidy on

ill In making this adj ustment, it is also important that the
Department use recent sales data. Petitioner's SUbsidy
calculations are based on 1980 data. Even ass lDing arguendo
the validity of Petitioner's averaging technique, these
calculations suffer from the defect that stumpage prices in
the United States have fallen dramatically since 1980.
According to published reports by the U.S. Forest Service,
the average price per thousand board feet for all softwood
st\lllpage sold in National Forests has decreased from
$20S.l7/MBF in 1979 to $S8.80/MBF in the second quarter of
1982. U.s. Department of Agriculture, Forest Service, VolLltle
and Value of Low Timber StLltlpage Sold from National Forests,
~ Selected Species and Region, 1979 Calendar Year Report;

82 Quarterly Report. Even under Petitioner's theory of the
case, if there is a subsidy on 1983 imports, it should be
measured on the basis of 1983 price comparisons.
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lumber, it should use United States prices, if at all, only as a

surrogate for the relevant Canadian market-determined prices. If

this comparison becomes necessary, the Department should apply

current data and adjust for differences in prices due to national

differences in the values of the_timber and of the harvesting

rights granted.

These inquiries, although not simply accomplished, merit the

Department's close attention. As the legislative history of the

statute indicates, Congress intended that countervailing duties

be imposed only against imports benefitting from an unfair

competitive advantage bestowed on a foreign producer, thereby

producing a trade distortion. United States consumers, such as

the housing industry and home buyers, otherwise are entitled to

the economic benefits of free and fair import trade.

By direction of the Commission.

Benj amin I. Berman
Acting Secretary
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APPENDIX

ANALYSIS OF WHETHER ANY ALLEGED SUBSIDY TO CANADIAN TREE
HARVESTERS IS PASSED THROUGH TO LUMBER PRODUCERS

. by David G. Tarr

This appendix will show employing microeconomic analysis that,

based on facts presented by the petitioner:

Anz benefits~ harvesters might acqrue from the Canadian
stumpage rights allocation system ~ not passed Qn to the
lumber mills in ~ form of lower prices for~ and do not
result in lower prices ~ lumber products sold in Canada ~
~ United States. ~ such. the Canadian stumpage allocation
system ~ n2i ~ subsidy ~ lumber mills.

The first section of this appendix will develop the facts

upon which the analysis is based. These facts are derived from

the petition. The second section derives the conclusion of this

appendix from a graphical microeconomic analysis. The third

section derives the same conclusion from a mathematical micro-

economic model.

Factual Presentation

The principal subsidy which is alleged, by the petitioner,

is that the Canadian forest products industry is allowed to cut

timber on government owned lands at a fraction of the timber's

actual market value. The manner in which timber is sold in the

United States and Canada is described in detail in the expert's

report submitted as part of Volume II of the petition. l

1 Resource Issues, Inc. and Mason, Bruce &: Girard, Inc.,
"Joint Report Describing the Manner in Which Standing Timber is
sold in the U.S. and Canada and Stumpage Prices Actually Paid,"
Oc t 0 be r 4, 1982, pp . 18- 30. (" J 0 in t Rep 0 r t " )
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Fo~ the purpose of assessing who receives a subsidy, if ~ny,

there are ~ number of essential features of the process described

therei:l:

(1) The Capadian provinces, most impo~tantly, British
Columbia, Qu~bec, Ont~rio and Alberta, first deter
mine through an ~dministrativ~ process which acreage
to allot to tree harvesting and when to allocate
licenses for th~t harvedting. 2

(2) The right to cut timber from any such designated a~~~

is then also determined by an administ~~tive p~ocess.

These rights, known as stumpage rights, exist under a
variety of names such as in British Columbia, tree farm
licenses, fo~est licenses, timber licenses and timbe~

sale~. Petitioner states that these rights o~

lic~n~e~ ~~a ~~~~ded either frae or ~t ~ ~inimal cha~3e

on criteria clearl! other than profit maximization by tha
pro{in.~~~.3 Tile t~ee ha~vester th'~n ,3 ..lbJiits a pla:l f:)r
harvesting his acreage (o~ po~sibly the licen~e itself
stipulates ~ harvest plan) to the approp~i~te

provinciaL offici-lls; once the plan is approved h~ is
free to cu~ within the limits of the plan. 4

(3) The price which the harvedting compan! i~ charged for
timber at the time it is harve~ted (the ~tu~pa3e pric~

or ~tumpage fee) is based, according t,) t;le ?~titi:)n,

on ~ stumpage -lppraisal s!~tem sjch as the "Rothery"
system used in British Columbia.' The Rothery system
i~ a residual value appr~iS-ll syst~m ~here the costs of
p~oducing lumber plus a normal profit are subtracted
from the value of the lumber to determine the stump~3e

-----_. -_. - --------
2

3

The provinces continue to own tha l~nd.

See Joint Report, p. 19.

4 See "Countervailing Duty Questionnai~e, Appendix II,
Province of 8ritish Columbia, pp. 3-7. ~ith "tree farm licenses"
h~ m~st cut within ± 101 over a five year basis.

5 ~e a~e focusing of the Rothe~y appraisal sy~tem, which i~
~)"'~'1~l~nt in British C01'IJ1oia, becall~e tht~ wa~ the fOCI1.~ .,f
the petiti~n and because 8ritish Columbia accounts for app~oxi

~-ltely 681 of t~~ lumbe~ exports to the U.S. Other provinces,
~ay employ different sy~ta!l1s, but the~e systems would be expected
to h~'1e analogous effects on price, quantity and rent disposition.

2



fee for the timber in question. It is not a fee deter
mined at a competitive auction. The petitioner alleges
that competitive auctions more often characterize the
stumpage price determination process in the United
States and that competitive auctions would yield much
higher prices for stumpage in Canada.

These appear to be the essential features of the Canadian tree

allocation process as alleged by the petitioner. For the sake of

the argument below, it is assumed that these facts are true.

What is at issue as far as the petitioner is concerned is that

the lack of an auction for stumpage prices conveys a subsidy to

Canadian lumber interests. The subsidy is said to equal the

difference between a competitively determined auction price for

trees and the appraised price actually paid. Employing micro-

economic theory, however, it follows from the three facts above

that any benefits that tree harvesters capture from below market

stumpage fees are not passed along to the lumber mills in the

form of lower prices for logs and consequently also do not

result in lower lumbe~ prices.

Graphical Economic Analysis of ~ Canadian 1Qg Market

One of the most fundamental principles of economics is that

the equili~rium price that prevails in the market is that price

which results in equality between the quantity demanded and the

quantity supplied. This is said to be the market clearing price. 6

The demand for harvested trees (or logs) from provincial and

other lands derives primarily from mills, both vertically inte-

grated and nonintegrated, which produce wood products but also
.)

6 See Paul Samuelson, Economics, 8th edition, p. 61; and Armen
Alchian and William Allen, Exchange ~ Production; Theory in
.u.u, 1969, pp. 86-87.
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9

exta~t. The de~~nd curve o~ da~~nd schedule m~y s~fely be

~gsu~ed to have its l.1sual do...,n...,~rd sloping cha~~cta"'.7

The gupply of logs from provinci~l la~ds, howe~ar, is sp~ci-

fiad by facts (1) ~nd (2) ~bove. ~~~~ ~Ros_~a~~~ the method Qy

which stumpage ~~~~ aJ:~ ~~~~~~~~~~ ~Q~~ ~Q~ ~f-l~~Q~~ ~Q~

~~~~~~ ~( ~~~~~ ~~~ e~Q~l~~~~ ~~~~ ~ail~~~ for cutting. That

quantity is administr~tiv~ly deter~ined by the provinces.

The gituatio~ desc~ibed is depicted in Figure I. DD repre

sents the de~~nd curve for provincial logs by (both vertically

integrated and nonintegrated) sawmills. Me is the aggregate of

all tree harvesters marginal costs of harvesting logs,a not

including stumpage~. The marginal costs of harvesting less

stumpage fees are the costs of labor, capital and other non-

stumpage facto~s of production necessary to acdess ~~d cut trees

and deliver logs to buyers. It is usesful to understand ...,hy the

~arginal cost of harvesting increases with the quantity of logs.

~ot all parcels of land available for tree harvesting are equally

accessible o~ v~luable. Initially the easiest t~ees to access or

most valuable could be selected, but only less accessible or

valuable logs ...,ould become available as more logs are cut. 9 In

---- --- --- -------------
7 See Samuelson, p. 60, ftn. 1.

a It is drawn upward sloping, since prog~essively less acces-
sible and ,nore costly logs are available after the ~ost

accessible and cheapest logs are cut.

Not all logs are ho~ogeneous in quality; differe~t species
of trees sell for different prices. A tree harv~ster may h~va to
s ell t..., 0 logs of one v ~ r i e t y in a r de ~ t 00 bt do i n the sam ~ (' eve n 11 e
as one log of 3. more highly valued species. If...,a me~Stl~:~

(footnote continued on next page)
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Figure I, MC, the industry long-run marginal cost curve not

including stumpage fees, is drawn. 10 Depending on how much

stumpage fees are, considerable intra-marginal rents may be

captured by the Canadian tree harvesters.

First, consider the extreme of ~ stumpage fee§, that is

the timber is given away for nothing by the provinces. In this

event, the marginal costs of harvestin~ less stumpage fees are

the only costs; so the MC curve is clearly the ind~stry supply

curve. 11 Then the equilibrium price and quantity are labelled P

and Q where industry supply = MC = DO. T~e amount of rents (all

intramarginal) captured by the tree harvesters would equal the

area PoPE.

Second, consider the outcome if stumpage fees for ~ach

separate parcel of harvestable timber where determined Qy 2

com oet it i ve auct iQ.!l. In this case an ind i vidual firm wOllid be

(footnote continued from preceding page)

quantity in quality adjusted units or "efficiency
units" (as is necessary to refer to a homogeneous product
"logs"), then the marginal costs of producing logs will
increase as quantity increases in part because all other
things equal the higher quality species would be taken
first.

Since the contract period for stumpage rights generally
3 xten d s 0 ve r a f i ve yea r s 0 r !D 0 r e, a ion g- run in 0 :1 e 1 a ppea r s
prefer=i.ble.

11 For -3.n explanation of why the long-run marginal cost curve
for a competitive industry is the long-run industry supply curve
see Henderson and Quandt, Microeconomic IQ~~r-y, 1971, pp. 71-
79 or the mathematical section of this appendix.
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willing to bid fin amount on a particular parcel up to but (lot

exceeding the price it could obtain for the logs less its margi-

nal costs excluding stumpage, i.e. P-MC. This is the amount of

rent on any particular p~rcel. As long as firms in a competitive

market could obtain a parcel of timber for less than the rent on

that parcel, some firms would be interested in bidding on it; we

would expect a competitive auction to drive up the price of

timber ~ntil the provinces captured all the rents. This system

is equivalent to what economists refer to as a "perfectly discri

minatory" fee system. 12

Most importantly, for this discussion, we would also expect

firms to continue to bid on all timber for which some rel1t l.s

possible. Since some positive rent is available on all parcels

until the price of logs P equals the marginal harvesting costs,

expansion of output should occur to Q. That is, the competitive

auction for stumpage results in the same output and price of logs

as does zero stumpage fees.

Third, consider the "Rothery" residual value appraisal system

(explained in fact (3) above). It is alleged by the petitioner

that through this system the provinces fail to capture the full

rent on timber. Since this system adjusts the fee in accordance

with the costs of producing the logs, in principle the fee is some

proportion of the difference between price and marginal cost. That

is, the fee is, for any small parcel of timber, u(P-MC(Q» where

o ~ u < 1. The fee could not be greater that P-MC, i.e. not greater

--------- -- ------
12 See Henderson and Quard t, MicroeconomiQ. 1Jl.~QJ:Y, 1971, pp.
217,218.
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than the full rents, or ~o one would ~gree to log the timberl~nd.

In any event, the petitio~er is not alleging that the Rothery

system over-~ppraises, i.e. u > 1 is not ~t issue. If u = 1 the

provinces collect ~ll the rents; if u = 0 the provinces give away

the stumpage. In between these extremes, the provinces allow the

tree harvesters some of the rents that they would capture under

compdtition and it is alleged that this situation, with u < 1

occurs. But analogous to the argument made under the competitive

auction system, we would expect firms to continue to pay fees on

parcels of timberland and harvest trees until P=MC; firms can

ear~ positive rents up to this point. Thus, this in between case

also results in the same price P and quantity Q as the previous

two cases.

It should be observed that in this case if u = 1, Le. the

Rothery system of the provinces extracts all the rents, the price

remains at P, and the quantity at Q. With u = 1, the Rothery

system would be fully equivalent to the competitive system as

far as rent disposition as well.

The c~ucial deduction from this analysis is that the stumpage

fee system only determines the disposition of the rents between the

provinces and the tree harvesters. The price at which logs trade,

however, (P in the diagram) is totally independent of the stumpage

fee system. That, naturally, is determined by the intersection of

the supply and demand schedules. Even if the Canadian provinces set

the stumpage fees at zero, the rents are captured at the tree

harvesting st~ge of production and the sawmills receive absolutely

no benefits from that government action. That is, the other extreme

8
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of either a competitive auction or a "perfectly discriminatory"

Rothery stumpage fee system (where u = 1) which allows no rents for

tree harvesters (or something in between), still yields the same

price for logs to the sawmills. -An intermediate Rothery appraisal

system, i.e. 0 < u < 1, allows the tree harvesters to capture some

but not all of the intramarginal rents (equal to PoPE), but

does not affect the equilibrium price and quantity. Thus, any

subsidy through the stumpage fee system which may convey to tree

harvesters is not passed along to the sawmills and therefore

does not affect the price of wood products sold in the U.S.

There exist stumpage fee systems, which are not at issue in

this proceeding, that would, compared with a competitive auction,

result in a negative benefit pass-through to the lumber producers,

i.e. that would result in higher prices for logs and fewer logs

produced than would a competitive auction for timberland. 13 Since

under such systems lumber producers must pay higher prices for logs

than they would under ~ competitive market determined fee system,

such systems impose costs on lumber producers rather than convey

benefi~s. Thus such systems are not countervailable. 14

13 In particular, if the provinces charge $x per harvested log
as a stumpage fee, then the supply curve would be the marginal
cost of harvesting plus $x, i.e. it would be a curve parallel to
Me but above and to the left. It would intersect the demand
curve at a higher price and lower quantity than the P and Q
determined by the competitive auction or the Rothery system. A
change in the fee from $x to $y will change the equilibrium price
and the negative pass-through, but the sawmills are worse off
with either fee than they would be with a competitive auction.

14 The essence 0 f the way such sys tems affec t pr ic e and
quantity is that they require a fee on marginal timberland in
excess of its rent.

9



vertical Integration

The conclusion that no subsidies are conveyed to the saw

mills is not altered even if the tree harvester and the sawmill

are part of the same company (vertically integrated). The

company incurs an "opportunity cost" when it decides to use logs

in its own sawmill. That opportunity cost is the price it could

receive by selling the logs on the open market to an independent

sawmill. Thus the true cost to the sawmill of using logs pro-

duced by the tree harvesting division of its own company is

the price the logs could obtain when sold to an independent

sawmill. 15

Conclusion

If the demand for logs were significantly lower, intersecting

the Me curve farther to the left, both the price of logs to the

mills and the area of possible rent disposition would be signifi-

cantly lower. The principles just described, however, remain

unchanged. In particular, there would still be an area of possi

ble rent capture by Canadian tree harvesters which would depend

on how the stumpage fees were set. The price at which logs sell,

however, would again be independent of the stumpage fee system.

The source of the petitioner's confusion may be illustrated

by the following consideration. If the demand for logs shifts up

or down then the price of logs rises or falls, respectively. The

15 Samuelson (p. 449) states: " some of the most important
costs attributible to doing one thing rather than another stem
from the forgone opportunities that have to be sacrificed in
doing this one thing.... For these reasons, full competitive
cost intimately involves opportunity ~."

10
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area of possible rent disposition also increases or decreases

respectively. That is, as demand shifts, price changes and pos-

sible rents change. Rents, however, are not a necessary cost that

must be passed along in determining price. 16 To the vertically

integrated firm in the United States who through an auctioning

process pays any rents on trees, it may appear as a cost which

must be passed on. But in this sense intramarginal rents are

analogous to "pure" rents to which Samuelson (p. 539) refers:

But at this point we must avoid our old enemy "the
fallacy of composition." What appears as a cost
of production to each and every small firm using a
particular kind of land (tree) may, as we have
seen, be to the whole community merely a derived
price determined rent expense rather than a price
determining one. More than that, suppose the land
is (trees are) specialized and can be used only
for the production of one industry. If a grade of
land (type of tree) is inelastically supplied to
one industry and, having no place else to go, will
always work for whatever it can earn there, its
return may appear to every small firm as a cost
like any other. But as scientific observers of
the whole industry, we still must recognize that
the land (tree) return is a price-determined rent
and not a pr1ce-determining cost.

In summary, the price of wood products and logs determines

the amount of rents that might be captured by tree harvesters if

the stumpage fees are set too low. But regarding subsidies, it

doesn't make any difference what the stumpage fees are, since

16 These rents (intramarginal) are equal to the area between
the new price and the Me curve.
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these only influence the distribution of the rents between the

provinces and the tree harvesters and they do not affect the

price of logs or wood products.

Model £! Price ~ Quantity Determination ~ Canadian
~ Under Different Stumpage ~ Structures

Let Si(P) = the i-th firm's supply curve of logs, S(p) = the

industry supply curve of logs, D(p) = the industry demand for

logs and n = the number of firms in the market. Then we have:

n
(1) ~ Si(P) = S(p)

i=1

(2) D(p) = S(p)

and

That is, equation (1) states the industry supply curve is the

aggregate of the individual firm'S supply curves; equation (2)

states that the quantity demanded and the quantity supplied must

be equal for equilbrium.

pep), the demand for logs, is not alleged to be affected by

the stumpage fee system. What is at issue is how the fee system

affects supply.

To determine this it is necessary to consider the individual

firm and how its supply Si(P) is affected by different fee

structures.

Let Ii = profits of the i-th firm; Qi = quantity produced

of the i-th firm; Ci(Qi) = total long-run costs to the i-th firm

of producing Qi, not including stumpage fees (where Ci(O) = 0

12



, .

since costs are 10ng-run)16 and Fi(Qi) = stumpage fees of the

i-th firm of cutting Qi units. Then profits equal total revenues

minus total costs:

(3) Ii = pQi - Ci(Qi) - Fi(Qi)

where for a competitive firm p is treated as a constant (with 46

pages of firms listed by petitioner this appears reasonable) and

Ci(Qi) + Fi(Qi) equals total costs.

The individual firm wishes to maximize profits. It

therefore sets:

( 4) i = 1, ... , n

with
to assure a :naxim ium, where f'( x) is used

to denote the first derivative of the function f(x) with respect

to )c.

From (4) the amount of fees that a cQcopetitive firm would be

willing to bid on a particular parcel of timberland can be

derived.

( 4) im p1 i es :

(5) p = C'(Q) + F'(Q) for all firms. 17

With the convexity assumptions of the previous sections, that p >

C'(Q) for all Q < Q. where C'(Q.) = p, (5) states that the firm

... _....---------
16 No generality is lost by this assumption, but it avoids a
constant in the calculations.

17The SUbscript i has been suppressed for not~tional
simDlicity.
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should bid on any small parcel of timberland up to the point

where the price of logs equals the marginal harvesting costs plus

the marginal stumpage fees.

Utilizing (5) it is possible to determine how much firms in

competition would bid for the timberland. As long as the

stumpage fees from an additional parcel of timberland are less

than the rents a firm can earn on it, it would be interested in

acquiring that parcel. That is, if a firm is producing at Qo,

where p > C'( Qo)' then

is the maximum amount a firm would bid for the parcel ~ Q.

A firm would not pay more than this amount, since the stumpage

fees would then exceed its marginal profit on that parcel.

Similarly, the aggregate maximum amount of stumpage fees a firm

would pay, for all of its timberland on which it produces Q units

of logs is equal to:

(7) rQ[p-C'(Q)]dQ = F(Q)
o

for Q ~ Q- where C'(Q-) = P

But competition from other efficient firms would drive the

fees up such that firms would not be able to obtain its aggregate

timberland for less than (7). Thus rQ[p-C' (Q)]dQ would be theo
fees for a competitive firm with sufficient equally efficient

competitors. If a firm had a slight efficiency edge on its

competitors then it would be able to obtain its timberland for

some amount slightly less than (7) since it's competitors would

not offer quite as much.

14



Then:

(8 ) u jQ [p-C'(Q)]dQ = F(Q)o with 0 < u < 1

is the amount it would pay for stumpage fees.

Utilizing (8) we can return to (4) and determine the

individual firm's optimal Q and its supply function. The fees

are:

and

F( Q) = u j~ pdQ - u j~ C' ( Q) dQ

(9) F'(Q) = up - uC'(Q)18 = u[p - C'(Q)].

Then (4) becomes:

(1-u)[p-C'(Q)] = 0

or
(4' ) p-C' (Q) = 0 for u < 1 for all firms.

Under ~ comoetitive stumpage ~ svstem ~ !1Lm produces ~ ~

~ point where ~ marginal harvesting costs equals price. The

firm'S supply function is determined from (4'); given any p, the

firm produces the 'Q that satisfies (4'). The i-th firm's supply

function is the inverse function of its marginal cost function:

5i (p) = ci- 1(p)

This is the competitive benchmark. With this analysis in mind,

. comparison with the Rothery system is relatively straightforward.

The Rothery residual value method adjusts the fees in accordance

with the marginal costs of producing logs from a particular

18 Refer to Taylor and Mann, Advanced Calculus, 2nd edition,
1972, pp. 579-580 for differentiation of an integral with respect
to the upper limit of intergration.
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parcel, but it is alleged that it allows considerable rents to be

captured by harvesters. Accordingly, it is described by:

(10)

for any particular parcel Q where 0 < u < 1 and u is alleged by-
petitioners to be considerably less than unity. The firm's

aggregate fees are:

(11)

For the individual firm attempting to maximize profits under

the Rothery system, equation (4) applies. Differentiate (11)

with respect to Q and obtain an equation analogous to (9):

(12) F'(Q) = u[p-C'(Q)]

Substitute (12) into (4) and obtain:

( 1-u ) [p -C ' ( Q)] = 0

or

(4") p-C' (Q) = 0 for 0 ~ u < 1 for all firms.

(4") is the identical equation as (4'). Thus provided the

stumpage fees are not fully extracted, i.e., u = 1, under ~

Rothery system ~~ H1ll expand output until price equals

marginal harvesting costs. Also analogously, the firm's supply

function is the inverse function of its marginal cost function:

Si(P) = Ci- 1(p) i = 1, ..• , n.
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The key conclusion here is that u, the share of the rents

captured by the provinces, does not effect the firm's or the

industry supply curve. This is true even when u = 0, Le., all

rents go to the firms and none to the provinces. -

The Rothery and competitive auction system yield the same

industry output and price for logs. The Rothery system allows a

transfer of rents (equal to (1-u)1[p-C'(Q)]dQ) from the

provinces to the tree harvesters, that under a competitive system

would be captured by the provinces. But any rent capture by the

tree harvesters is not passed through to the sawmills in the form

of lower prices for logs.

It is this latter fact that forms the basis of the Samuelson

quote in the previous section and in the body Qf the brief. The

rents are costs to the individual firms. They are not, however,

passed on because the rents are a residual determined by the

price and quantity. They do not help determine price and

quantity.
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